
DUALITY AND S-THEORY 

E. H. SPANIER 

This is an account of a systematization of certain parts of homo
topy theory by means of the suspension category (also called the 
S-category). One of the most important applications is that a formal 
analogy becomes a rigorous duality in the S-category. We begin by 
summarizing some of the background material and results leading 
to the S-theory and duality. 

1. Given topological spaces X and Fand two continuous mappings 
ƒ o and jfi from X to F (denoted by fo, fi : X—> F) we say that ƒ o is 
homotopic to jfi (denoted by fo—fi) if there exists a continuous family 
of continuous mappings ht: X—+Y for O^t^l such that ho=fo and 
h =/ i . Intuitively fo<^fi if the map ƒ o can be continuously deformed 
into the map jfi. I t is easily seen [4; 7] that the relation of homotopy 
thus defined is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive and, therefore, 
partitions the set of continuous maps from X to Y into disjoint 
equivalence classes called homotopy classes. We denote the set of 
homotopy classes of mappings from X to F by [X, F ] , and if 
ƒ: X—>Y, then [ƒ] will denote the homotopy class of/. I t is of funda
mental importance in present day topology to determine the struc
ture of [X, F ] . Specifically, we would like to have a method of deter
mining whether two given mappings are homotopic, and also we 
would like to determine how many elements there are in [X, F ] . In 
many cases our information is so limited that we do not even know 
whether [X, Y] contains more than one element. (In the above when 
X is contractible we assume F is arcwise connected.) 

I t is clear that if either X or F is a contractible space then there 
is exactly one homotopy class of maps from X to F. In particular if 
either l o r F is a cell of any dimension, the structure of [X, Y] is 
completely known as this set consists of a single element. 

Perhaps the most natural spaces to consider after the cells are the 
spheres. We denote by Sn the unit sphere in a euclidean space of 
(w + 1) dimensions. We want to discuss the homotopy classes 5n—»F 
and Z - » S n . 
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2. Let us consider first the case where we map Sn into a space F. 
We choose a base point pÇ.Sn and a base point y £ Y and restrict our 
attention to m a p s / : Sn—»Fsuch that f (p)=y and to homotopies ht 

such that ht(p) =y for all O g / ^ 1 . Given two m a p s / , g: Sn—»F with 
f(P) =z^(P)=y w e define a map 

( / + g ) : S » - > F 

with (f+g)(p) —y to be the composite 

A fV g 

where SnVSn denotes the subset SnXp\JpXSn of SnXSn, A pinches 
an equator of Sn through p to a point and maps one hemisphere onto 
SnXp and the other hemisphere onto pXSn, and ƒVg maps 5WX£ 
by ƒ and £XS W by g [4; 7; 9; 10 ]. I t turns out that this "addition" of 
maps defines a group structure on the set of homotopy classes of 
maps of Sn into F which take p into y, and this group is abelian if 
n>l. The resulting group is denoted by 7rn(F, 3/) and is called the 
nth homotopy group of F with base point y. For n = 1 the group is also 
known as the fundamental group or Poincarê group of F. 

The group structure helps greatly in studying the structure of the 
set of homotopy classes from Sn to F ; not that the solution is known 
in general but that many natural mappings between sets of homotopy 
classes are homomorphic in terms of this group structure, and these 
homomorphisms have provided a solution in some cases. 

For example, a continuous m a p / : X—>F induces homomorphisms 
of the integral homology groups/*: HP(X)—*HP(Y) for every p and 
f~g implies / *=g* [5]. Since Hn(S

n) is infinite cyclic, choice of a 
generator s(£Hn(S

n) determines a map <f>: 7rn(F, y)—>Hn(Y) defined 
by <t> If ] ==/*5, and this map is a homomorphism between these two 
groups. If Y is arcwise connected and simply connected and if JH*( F) = 0 
for 0<i<n (where n>l), then 7i%-(F, y)=0 for 0<i<n and <j> is an 
isomorphism of x n ( F , y) onto Hn(Y). This result, known as the 
Hurewicz isomorphism theorem, shows that the first non tri vial homo
topy group of a simply connected space can easily be determined 
from its homology structure. I t also follows that for such a space F 
two m a p s / , g: Sn—>Y are homotopic if and only if /*5=g*5, which 
can be regarded as a generalization of the theorem of Brouwer to the 
effect that two maps of Sn into itself are homotopic if and only if 
they have the same degree [3]. 

3. Consider next the case where we map a space X into 5 n . If 
we assume dimension X<^2n — 2, it turns out that we can make 
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[X, Sn] into an abelian group. Given two maps/, g: X-+Sn we define 
a map (f, g): X->S"XSn by (ƒ, g)(*) = (ƒ(*), g(*)). Let S»VSW denote 
the subset SnXp}<JpXSn of SnXS" as above and define 

Ö : 5 n V 5 n - * 5 n 

by Q(z, p)—Q(p, z)=z. Because of the dimension restriction on X 
the map (ƒ, g) is homotopic to a map h: X-+SnXSn such that 
h(X) C.Sn\/Sn. Then the composite Oh is a map of X into Sn represent
ing the sum of [ƒ] and [g]. The definition of addition in this case is 
due to Borsuk [2; 12], and the resulting group is called the nth. 
cohomotopy group of -X" and denoted by irn(X). 

A continuous map ƒ : -XT—> Y induces homomorphisms 

of the integral cohomology groups for every p and fc^g implies 
ƒ*=#*. since Hn(Sn) is infinite cyclic, a generator s*ÇzHn(Sn) deter
mines a homomorphism 

defined by 0* [ƒ]=ƒ*$*. /ƒ X is a complex and £r*(X)=0 for i>n, 
then Trl{X) =0fori>n and <£* is an isomorphism ofirn(X) onto Hn(X). 
This theorem is known as the Hopf classification theorem [4; 8; 22]. 
As in the case of the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem, it can also be 
regarded as a generalization of Brouwer's theorem on the degree. 

The Hurewicz isomorphism theorem and the Hopf classification 
theorem are examples of dual theorems. That is, if we interchange 
homotopy group with cohomotopy group, homology group with 
cohomology group, the map <j> with the map <£*, and lowest non-
trivial dimension for homology with highest nontrivial dimension for 
cohomology, then one of them becomes the other (assuming simple 
connectedness for the Hurewicz theorem and a suitable dimension 
restriction for the Hopf theorem). The duality we seek is such as to 
make these two theorems dual. There are, of course, other theorems 
dual in the same sense. For example, the second nontrivial homotopy 
group from below is related to the homology groups [2l] in a way 
dual to the way that the second nontrivial cohomotopy group from 
above is related to the cohomology groups [12; 18] (again if suitable 
dimension restrictions are imposed on the first nontrivial group in 
each theorem). 

4. When we consider maps Sm-*Sn the resulting set [Sm, Sn] can 
be regarded as a homotopy group and, if m^2n — 2, also as a co
homotopy group (the base point condition being unnecessary for the 
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homotopy groups of spheres because a sphere is simple in all dimen
sions [4; 7; 9]). The two group structures on [Sm, Sn] defined when 
mS2n — 2 turn out to be the same, and the groups [Sm

t Sn] are 
particularly important as the other groups of homotopy classes of 
mappings between complexes are built from them. A complete knowl
edge of the homotopy groups of spheres would be the major step in 
obtaining information about the homotopy classes of maps from one 
complex to another. 

To study the homotopy groups of spheres Freudenthal [ó] intro
duced the suspension homomorphism (Einhângung) S: 7Tk(Sn) 
—>Wk+i(Sn+l) defined as follows. We regard Sk+1 as the join of Sk with 
a pair of points (a, b); that is, Sk+l is the set of line segments joining 
a point of an equator Sk to the two poles a and b. Similarly 5n + 1 is 
the join of Sn with a pair of points (a', b'). Given a map/ : Sk—>Sn its 
suspension Sf: Sk+1—>Sn+1 is defined to map Sk into Sn (regarded as 
equators of 5*+1, 5n+1, respectively) as ƒ does, to map a into a', b into 
£', and a line segment from a point x of Sk to a (or b) linearly onto the 
line segment from ƒ(x) to a1 (or bf). The map ƒ—>Sf induces the sus
pension homomorphism 

SIT^S»)-**^**1). 

This homomorphism is of great importance in the study of the homo
topy groups of spheres. For k^2n — 2 it is an isomorphism onto 
[6; 7; 19]. It follows that for fixed d in the sequence 

S S S S 
Tn+d(Sn) - » Tn+i+diS"*1) - > . . . - » 7Tm+d(Sm) -> • • • 

all the maps S except for a finite number at the beginning are iso
morphisms onto. Note that S is an isomorphism onto for the same 
range of values for which the cohomotopy group wn(Sk) is defined. 

5. The suspension map can be extended to more general spaces. 
If X denotes an arbitrary space, SX will denote the join of X with an 
ordered pair of points. Then by a natural generalization of the map 
S defined above we define a map 

S: [X, Y] -> [SX, SY] 

called the suspension map. The isomorphism theorem for the suspen
sion homomorphism for spheres has an extension to the more general 
case [13 ; 16] and states that if Wi(Y) =0fori<n and if X is a complex 
with dimension S 2n — 2, then S is a 1-1 correspondence between \X, Y] 
and [SX, S F]. In particular, it follows that for the range of values 
for which the cohomotopy groups are defined 5 is an isomorphism of 
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7Tk(X) onto irk+1(SX). On the other hand, it is not true forhomotopy 
groups that the map 5 : Wk(Y)—>Wk+i(SY) is always an isomorphism 
onto. 

Hence, there are two difficulties to the immediate establishment 
of a duality interchanging homotopy groups with cohomotopy 
groups. First, the cohomotopy groups are only defined when certain 
dimension restrictions are satisfied, and secondly, the suspension 
map is not always an isomorphism onto for the homotopy groups. 
Since the dimension restriction in order that the cohomotopy group 
be defined is the same as the one for which the suspension map is a 
1-1 correspondence, we might expect both difficulties to disappear 
if we could construct a system in which the suspension map is always 
a 1-1 correspondence. 

6. In order to obtain a system in which the suspension map is 
always a 1-1 correspondence we pass to the limit under the suspension 
map. This leads us to the suspension category or S-category which we 
now describe. For arbitrary spaces X, Y consider the sequence 

5 S S S 
[X, F] -> [SX, SY]-* • [S*X, ShY] -> • • • 

and define {X, Y} =lim* [S*X, SkY]. The elements of {X9 Y} are 
called S-maps, and the S-category is the category [5] whose objects 
are topological spaces and whose mappings are S-maps. If ƒ : SkX 
—*SkY for some k^O, then {ƒ} will denote the S-map determined 
b y / . I t is clear from the definition that {X, Y} = {SX, SY} SO if we 
use S-maps instead of the usual homotopy classes we have a system 
in which the suspension map is always a 1-1 correspondence. I t is 
also clear from the theorem stated in §5 that if x» (F)=0 for i<n 
and X is a complex with dimension X^2n — 2, then [X, Y] is in 1-1 
correspondence with {X, F } . For k sufficiently large it is known [ l ] 
tha t [SkX, Sk Y] can be given a law of composition so that it becomes 
an abelian group and S: [SkX, SkY]->[Sk+1X, Sk+1Y] is ahomo-
morphism. Therefore, {X, Y] is an abelian group for every pair of 
spaces X, F. Furthermore, composition defines a bilinear pairing of 
{X, F} and {Y,Z} to {X, Z). 

7. Having defined the S-category we are ready to formulate the 
duality for S-maps. The S-homotopy groups will be dual to the S-
cohomotopy groups. The examples of dual theorems quoted above 
will be consequences of the duality because in the range of values for 
which they hold the set of S-maps is in 1-1 correspondence with the 
set of usual homotopy classes. I t is also clear that dual theorems in 
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the S-category give rise to dual theorems about ordinary homotopy 
classes for the range of values of dimension and connectedness as
sumptions so tha t [X, Y] is in 1-1 correspondence with {X, Y}. 

The duality is an extension of the Alexander duality which 
equates the pth homology group of a subset of Sn with the n — p — 1st 
cohomology group of its complement. We summarize its main prop
erties below [15]. 

Given a subpolyhedron X of a triangulation of Sn we define a 
polyhedron DnXCSn-—X as n-dual to X if DnX is an 5-deformation 
retract of 5n—X; tha t is, if the inclusion map DnX<ZSn — X repre
sents an 5-map which is an ^-equivalence. Any subpolyhedron of an 
w-sphere has an w-dual because if we triangulate Sn so that the sub
polyhedron X is a complete subcomplex (every simplex of Sn having 
all its vertices in X belongs to X) then the set of simplexes of Sn 

with no vertex in X is an w-dual of X because every simplex of Sn 

is the join of a unique simplex of X and of a unique simplex with no 
vertex in X. I t can be shown that if DnX is an w-dual of X, then X 
is an w-dual of DnX and SDnX is an (w + l)-dual of X (where 
SDnX denotes that subset of 5 n + 1 obtained by regarding Sn as an 
equator of 5W+1 and taking the join of DnX, which lies in this equator, 
with the poles of Sn+1). 

The main theorem on duality follows. Given subpolyhedra 
X, YQSn and n-duals DnX, DnY(ZSn there exists a unique map 

Dn{XyY)~>{DnY,DnX) 

with the properties: 
(1) If i: XCYand *': DnYQDnX, then Dn{i) = {*'}. 
(2) Given {f}e{X, F } , {g}e{Y, Z) and n-duals DnX, DnY, 

DnZ, then Dn({g} {f})=Dn{f}Dn{g}. 
(3) Using X, Y as n-duals of DnX, Dn Y, respectively, we have maps 

[X, F} -4? {DnY, DnX] ~?{X, Y], 

and this composition is the identity. 
(4) Dnis a homomorphism. 
(5) Taking SDnX, SDnY as (n+l)-dual to X, F, then 

SDn = Dn+1. 

(6) Taking DnX, DnY as (n + l)-dual to SX, S Y, then 

Dn+lS = Dn. 

(7) Commutativity holds in the diagram 
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HP(X) • - > HP(Y) 

where £>n denotes the Alexander duality isomorphism. 
The first four properties assert that Dn is an isomorphism from 

{X, Y] onto {DnY, DnX] with certain functorial properties. Prop
erties (5) and (6) assert that this isomorphism doesn't depend on 
the integer n and is stable under suspension in the sense that com
plete commutativity holds in the diagram 

>{DnY,DnX} 

is 
{SX, SY) —-^ ÇsDnY,SDnX) 

where each of the diagonal maps is Dn+i. 
As an example of this duality let us take SpC.Sp+q+1 and as 

(p+q+l)-dual to Sp we can take a sphere SlCSp+q+1. Assuming 
q<2p — 2 we know from the suspension theorem that 

{si, sp} ~ [si sp] = *q(s\ 
Taking Dp+q+i(Sp) = SJ, Dp+q+i(S[) = Sp, we get an automorphism of 
period two, 

Dp+q+l' [Si, S J « [Dp+q+iS , Dp+q+lSi\ « [Su S J. 

Hence, the duality defines an automorphism of period two in the 
stable (under suspension) homotopy groups of spheres, and this auto
morphism is itself stable. I t need not be the identity. In fact, for 
p = q it can be shown that D2p+i: [3?, S P ]«[S? , Sp] is given by 
Ap+i[jf] = ~ [ƒ]. On the other hand, if q=p + l and p^3, then 
[S*+1, Sp] is a group of order two so D2p+2 is necessarily the identity 
on this group. Similarly for q=p+2 and p}^3, D2p+z is the identity. 

We define the 5-homotopy and 5-cohomotopy groups by 

SP(X) = {SP,X}, 2*(F) = {Y,S*}. 

Since S* and 5W""2,~1 are w-dual, it follows from the above properties 
that Dn is an isomorphism onto 

Dn:2p(X) « 2-*-i(Z>nX). 

Analogous to the homomorphisms defined for the ordinary homotopy 
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and cohomotopy groups there are homomorphisms 

<t>: 2,(X) -> HP(X), 0*: 2*(F) -* ff*(F). 

I t is a consequence of (7) and the other properties of the duality 
that commutativity holds in the diagram 

Z,(X) *—> HP(X) 

At j I SDn 
* * 

S n-p- i (p n x) -» Hn-^l(DnX). 
In the 5-category the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem asserts that 

if Hi(X) = 0 for i<m (where H0(X) is taken to be the reduced group 
[5]), then 2,-(X) = 0 for Km and <f>: Hm(X) ~Hm{X). Similarly in the 
5-category the Hopf classification theorem asserts that if F is a 
polyhedron with Hi(Y)=0 for i>m, then 2* (F )=0 for i>m 
<£*: Sm(F) ^Hm(Y). Both theorems as thus stated are stable, and we 
note that from the commutativity of the last diagram above Dn takes 
one theorem into the other, which was one of the features we desired 
in trying to find the duality. 

To define the map Dn: {X, Y)->{DnY, DnX) note that (1) defines 
it in the case that we are considering an inclusion map (and the duals 
satisfy a reverse inclusion). (1) and (2) show that if YQX and the 
inclusion map i: YQX is an S-equivalence and if i'\ DnXQDnY, 
then V is an 5-equivalence and 

It can be shown directly that V is an 5-equivalence when i is and then 
the above equation defines Dn on {i}""1. By using the concept of a 
mapping cylinder any map can be seen to be homotopic to a map 
which is a composition of inclusion maps and 5-retractions by de
formation (i.e. 5-inverses of inclusion maps). The remarks above and 
(2) show how to define Dn for such a composition. Dn is then defined 
for an arbitrary map by noting that if it is defined for a homotopic 
map which is a composition of inclusion maps and 5-retractions by 
deformation then the resulting map doesn^ depend on the choice of 
the representation as a composition of such maps. The properties 
( l)-(7) are then established in straightforward fashion. 

8. If we consider spaces which are not subpolyhedra of spheres, 
there is a duality for them if they are of the same 5-homotopy type 
as subpolyhedra of spheres. We restrict attention to CW complexes 
[20], and we shall consider maps £: X—>X' which are S-equivalences 
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of the CW complex X onto some subpolyhedron Xf of Sn. We say 
that X, £ and X*, £* are weakly n-dual if £, £* are S-equivalences of X, 
X* onto n-dual subpolyhedra of Sn. The duality Dn can be extended 
to weakly w-dual complexes in an obvious manner. The importance 
of this generalization lies in the fact that it enables us to dualize the 
concept of adjoining a cell to a complex by a given map. The basic 
result in this direction is that if ƒ : X-+Y is weakly n-dual to ƒ*: 
F*—»X* and if Z = CXKJ Y is the space obtained by taking a cone over X 
disjoint from Y and identifying xt-X with ƒ # £ F and Z* is similarly 
defined, then Z and Z* are weakly (n + l)-dual in a natural way [IS], 

This last result can be used to extend the duality to relative theory 
[17]. To any CW complex X there corresponds, for sufficiently large 
n, a CW complex X* and an anti-isomorphism a<-*<r* of the cells of 
X with those of X* such that if A is a subcomplex of X and A* de
notes the subcomplex of X* of cells which correspond to the cells of 
X—A, then the complexes A and X*\JCA* are weakly n-dual in 
such a way that the natural maps A—>X—>X\JCA are weakly n-dual 
to the natural maps X*\JCA*<r-X*<~A*. I t follows that the 5-
homotopy exact couple [ l l ] of X is isomorphic to the 5-cohomotopy 
exact couple of X* so that theorems about these exact couples can 
also be dualized. 

If <j>: X-+Y is a cellular carrier [13; 16] and X*, F* are weakly 
w-dual complexes as in the above, there is defined in a natural way a 
dual carrier <£*: Y*—>X*. Then the relative theorem [17] for Dn asserts 
that Dn maps the S-homotopy classes carried by <f> (denoted by {<f>} ) 
isomorphically onto {0*}. This duality converts an obstruction to 
extending a continuous map [4] into an obstruction to compressing 
a continuous map into a subset [14; 16]. 
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